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Desire Of Love By Ankita Verma
 
O! desire of love,
through your rays upon me
bottom to head, as glove
red heart beats innumerable, you see!
O! desire of love
firstly, raise upon face
where red roses to slave
where glossy lips smile, their love case!
Than deeply raise in heart
a very cheerful and clam, i assert
all aspiration of love fulfill into it,
all your kindness through in it
but provide protection to greed and lust
it can be surely save.
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Shepherd Girl By Ankita Verma
 
She lives in the forest
nor stunning, nor beautiful looks
But her working quality shows
Her attractiveness, she nothing no beauty
Of charms yet her glory of face always
shows.
Wearing woolen warm clothes
Long but black hair
glimpse cheek and lyrical smiles
nor sorrow nor pain to share
nobody knows to know how belongs
the worldly care.
lives like fairy in the forest
Free from all the worldly worst,
Drives sheep full of jubilant,
Nor worried for lost looks like a buoyant.
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The God 's Kindness By Ankita Verma
 
O world! what will you lost;
Everything hath lost;
No maturity in beauty,
beauty, lost their sincerity;
 
Catastrophe moves around us,
Human, hath lost their focus,
Mans and woman, lost their virtue;
Now, human beings, alloy of guile and treachery;
 
God made us for together,
but, nobody care for each other;
Morals disobedience brings, cruelty,
like Adam brings mortality;
 
We eat our forbidden fruit, lost happiness,
like his paradise;
One thing different in our way,
we retaining our, but they not their sway;
 
 
We should recall God in our minds,
God knows our fault, forgive us;
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The Lost Love By Ankita Verma
 
O great misery! hold me, if u can,
melancholy raises in my heart.
I lost my dearest,
suffering great, but everlasting,
she will be never back, as i known;
 
 
Life like burden with breath.
the unavoidable moment come,
and take me as her part;
 
Therefore, how long, new birth
will be there and we met soon;
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The Simple Plan By Ankita Verma
 
To think about, making some simple plan
everyone will be happy then;
While making simple plan
a little spoon of joy and noise,
make the part of plan
a little piece of fun
add into them,
take some glass of felicity,
and mix up them highly
than the plan will complete;
After drinking it, happiness spread
every corner of human heart:
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